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4 .   METHODOLOGY 

This research generated a significant amount of primary data from the field survey 

of 773 buildings located within three census block groups and measurements of curb and 

driveway spaces from 36 city blocks. Data from the building survey was mapped and 

analyzed in GIS. Field measurements were modeled to predict existing and potential 

parking scenarios. A second survey documented parking lots, parking garages, and other 

spaces of automobility within the entire study area. I chose to focus on the production of 

primary data due to the lack of a comprehensive survey of buildings and garages in San 

Francisco14.  

While my research is largely an empirical and quantitative analysis of data 

generated in the field, I also relied on archival sources to place the shift to automobility in 

the Mission District within a historical context. Photographs, municipal records, 

construction journals, city directories, and historic maps were consulted in order to 

provide a better interpretation of the built environment and the impact of automobility.  

What follows is a detailed outline of the methods used for curb measurements, the 

building survey, census analysis, archival research, and GIS analysis. 

                                                 
14 An accessible central depository for neighborhood historic resource surveys does not exist. Such surveys 
have been completed by preservation advocacy groups and the San Francisco Planning Department 
Preservation Team.  Currently, the Preservation Team is conducting a historic resource survey in support of 
the Market Octavia Better Neighborhood Plan and a historic resource survey and context statement for the 
Mission District. Neither of these historic resource surveys focuses specifically on garages or garage 
conversions for all buildings. 
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Curb Measurements  

This study quantified the amount of public on-street parking lost to private 

driveway curb cuts. The number of curb spaces available for public parking was 

determined by measuring the lengths of continuous curbs and driveway curb cuts along 

all four sides of the ten blocks comprising the middle median household income census 

block group 228.03215. Public curbside parking spaces were compared to curb spaces 

appropriated for the use of private driveway cuts.   

For the purpose of this study, available curb parking space included all legal 

curbside parking spaces, and as such, did not include bus zones, fire lanes, pedestrian 

crosswalks and red curbs near fire hydrants. Legal, one- to two-foot long Department of 

Parking and Traffic-installed red curb markings on either side of some driveway cuts 

were considered available parking and calculated as part of the privatized street space; 

however, privately painted red curbs were not16. The beginning and end of available 

parking generally corresponded with the corner building property line, although the 

effective parking length of each block varied somewhat due to the presence or absence of 

fire hydrants, electrical boxes, bus stop zones, etc.   

A measuring wheel was used to measure the length of public curbside space and 

private driveway cuts. The measurements were rounded to the nearest six inches. 

                                                 
15  This block group was chosen due to its representative mix of building styles, garages, and vehicle 
availability. It is also close to the citywide median household income. Results from measurement of this 
block group can be used to predict driveway cuts and parking availability along other primarily residential 
streets in the neighborhood.  
16Curbs illegally painted red are somewhat common in the Mission District. Residents or property owners 
paint the curbs red without acquiring the required permits. These red curbs are distinguishable from the 
legal red curbs because they lack a painted Department of Parking and Traffic stencil.  
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According to the Planning Department, the standard curb cut maximum width is 10 feet 

(San Francisco Planning Department 2001)17. Property owners have the option of paying 

a one-time fee for an additional two feet of official red curb space on either side of the 

driveway cut, which increases the maximum total width to 14 feet.  Actual driveway 

widths recorded in the field varied from 8 to 15 feet; likewise, there was variation in the 

curb cut slope.  

 The percentage of public curb space as compared to private driveway curb cut 

space was determined for each side of a block, as was the combined percentage for all 

four sides of a block. However, the overall percentages did not account for the small 

curbside spaces that resulted from the close proximity of driveway cuts. Many of these 

small spaces are not large enough to accommodate a parked automobile. Therefore, 

separate calculations, based on a minimum 13.5 foot automobile length, were utilized to 

determine the number of automobiles that could park along the length of each uniquely 

configured block18. The 13.5 foot length only applied to curb spaces under 40.5 feet, 

meaning space for up to two parked cars. If available curb space was over 40 feet, a 

                                                 
17 The flat driveway cut is 7’ with two 18” transitional slopes on either side (San Francisco Planning 
Department 2001).  
18 Three block segments contained sections of perpendicular or angled parking in addition to parallel. The 
angled parking was striped for 11’ spaces. Perpendicular parking was not striped. I measured the width of 
parked vehicles and the space between the vehicles in order to develop a 7’ minimum space need for 
perpendicular parking. However, for vehicles parked alone, for example, in the small curb island in 
between two driveway cuts, less space is required  because the buffer (to open vehicle doors) on either side 
was not necessary. For these vehicles, a minimum of 6’6” feet was required for a parking space. In spaces 
that could accommodate just two vehicles, I also decreased the amount of space required to as buffer 
between the vehicles (an outside buffer is not necessary due to the empty space of driveway cuts). A 
minimum of 15’ was required to park just two vehicles. 
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minimum 16.5 feet length was used to determine the highest number of potential parking 

spaces. A curb length of at least 51 feet is needed to park three or more vehicles. See 

Figure 4.1. This higher figure takes into account average vehicle lengths and the extra 

buffer needed to physically maneuver an automobile into a parking space.19  The length 

of vehicles parked on the street and the efficiency with which they are parked changes 

constantly; however, during field testing, this model closely matched aggregate on-street 

conditions.  

 

 
Figure 4.1 The number of available parking spaces per block is dependent upon curb and vehicle 

length. Curb space must be at least 13.5’ in order to accommodate a single small vehicle.  A 

minimum of 27’ is required to fit two small vehicles.  Given the on-street reality that very few 

vehicles are <14’ and that additional space is required to maneuver in between two other vehicles,  a 

minimum of 51’ is needed to park three vehicles. This takes into account a 15’ vehicle length and 3’ 

buffer.  Source: Mary Brown 

   

                                                 
19 Vehicle lengths of various 2007 and 2008 models of sports cars, compacts, sedans, and Sport Utility 
Vehicles (SUVs) were compared to gauge the minimum (12’ 7”), maximum (16’ 7”), and average car 
lengths (15’). A range of 4’ was found between shortest and longest car lengths. Subsequent measurements 
in the field revealed a much higher percentage of longer vehicles than shorter vehicles and a large 
percentage (42%) of parked vehicles were SUVs. Measurements of all cars, trucks and vans parked on 
several blocks within block group 228.032 showed vehicle lengths from 13’8” to 19’4”, with an average 
vehicle length of 15’. The space between parked vehicles was also measured. This space varied 
considerably, ranging from 1’4” to 5’5” with an average 3’ 3” space between vehicles.   I estimated an 
average 16’5” length by taking into account the average length of new vehicles, the average length of 
actual vehicles parked on the street and an estimation of the buffer between parked vehicles.  
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The number of 13.5 foot automobiles and 16.5 foot automobiles (with buffer) that 

could be accommodated per each side of the block was then compared to the number of 

16.5 foot automobiles (with buffer) that could have fit, if existing driveways did not exist. 

The number of parking spaces lost to driveways was then calculated at street, block, and 

block group units.  

Building Survey 

I conducted a field survey of all 773 residential buildings, commercial spaces, and 

vacant lots located within three census block groups (208.4, 228.032, and 229.022) to 

compare the number and types of garages in the lower, middle and higher median 

household income census block groups within the Mission District study area. See Map 

4.1. I chose to focus on various incomes to see what, if any, impact household income 

had on access to a off-street parking spaces. These three block groups represent a sample 

of the primary land-uses and densities found throughout the study area and appear 

representative. In addition to analysis for each census block group, I also averaged the 

results of all three groups to provide an average for the study area.  

 Each building was evaluated based on 16 separate characteristics. These include: 

number of units; architectural style; presence of garage; presence of curb cut; width of 

garage; origin of garage (original or added);  garage structure (attached or detached); and 
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typology of garage20. Based on initial pre-testing of the survey, I categorized garage 

styles into seven typologies: garage inserted in building base or basement; garage inserted 

under angled stairway; integrated Marina-style garage; garage shed that fills in the front 

set-back; detached garage at rear or side of lot; multiple-unit apartment with a single 

garage entrance; and multiple-unit apartment with more than one garage entrance21. See 

Figure 4.2 to 4.5.  I noted which garages appeared converted either legally or illegally 

into a dwelling unit and which appeared converted to non-automobile storage or other 

uses22. This information was either volunteered by residents or neighbors, or was readily 

apparent during the initial field survey or follow-up visits. Whenever possible (ie., when 

a garage door was open) I noted how many automobiles were parked or could park inside 

the garage. Finally, for properties without garages, I noted whether a garage addition was 

physically possible through the filling in of a front yard set-back or inserting the garage 

into the building base.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
20 The number of dwelling units per building was not always readily apparent, particularly buildings that 
had been modified to add more units (in some cases, likely illegal units).  In these situations I used 
indicators such as number of doorbells and mailboxes to determine the likely number of dwelling units.  
21 This typology was based on initial field observations. There is no standard for garage typology. 
22 Due to privacy concerns, recorded field information regarding conversion of garages to potentially illegal 
dwelling units was not mapped. Instead, this information was incorporated anonymously in the spreadsheet 
analysis.  
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Figure 4.2  Garage inserted in building’s base / garage inserted underneath angled stairs. Photos by 

Mary Brown 

 
 

  
 

Figure 4.3 Detached garage that fills in the front yard set back / detached garage located on the rear 

or side of property. Photos by Mary Brown 
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 Figure 4.4 Original, integrated garage of single family home / multi-unit apartment with multiple 

garage doors. Photos by Mary Brown 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Multi-unit apartment 

with a single garage door 

entrance.  Photo by Mary Brown 
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This study was unable to accurately document the number of off-street spaces 

available in each garage. Whenever possible, the number was noted and these 

observations did reveal certain trends, such as single-automobile occupancy in garages 

added to Queen Anne Cottages. I worked on the assumption that apartment buildings 

constructed after 1955 followed the planning code and contained a minimum of one 

parking space per dwelling unit. 

A mail-in survey to residents was considered, but not implemented, due to 

concerns over potentially misleading results. Residents do have some incentive to not be 

entirely truthful regarding garage capacity, particularly if the garage is used for storage or 

an illegal unit. Moreover, residents or property owners who no longer use the garage for 

automobile storage, but want to maintain the convenience of a private curb cut for 

parallel parking also have an incentive to withhold information. 

 Spending time in the field provided not just detailed information about specific 

buildings, but also a better understanding of neighborhood trends and parking habits. The 

prevalence of sidewalk parking and other illegal parking was noted.  On certain blocks 

indicators of gentrification were observed, such as the evidence of re-modeling, clusters 

of more expensive cars, and the re-conversion of Victorians back to their original one or 

two dwelling unit status. The past subdivision of homes into more dwelling units is in the 

process of being reversed, and this de-densification of the Mission might have some 

impact on parking demand, although, the newer, fewer residents are wealthier and likely 

to have more vehicles that previous occupants.  
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 Field surveying provided multiple opportunities for informal discussion with 

residents, owners, and tenants who volunteered valuable building and garage information. 

During my multiple visits to the field, I actively searched out garage sales, or other 

opportunities to view the inside of garages. This provided better understanding of the size 

and use of garages. I also kept a notebook with me and during my visits to or through the 

target blocks, I noted the use of every open garage.  

 

 
Map 4.1 All buildings within block groups 208.4, 228.032, 229.022 were surveyed for the presence 

and type of garage. 
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Architectural Classi f ication 

 Architectural styles were recorded to help determine a building’s age which, in 

turn helped determine whether a building’s garage was original or added. Architectural 

styles were grouped into 11 categories with corresponding construction dates for each 

style: Italianate (1870s-1880s), Stick (1880s-1890s), Victorian Box (1890s-1900), Queen 

Anne Cottage (1880s-1890s), Queen Anne Rowhouse (1890s-1905), Edwardian period 

(1900-1913), Post-Edwardian period23, including the revivals (1914-1930s); single-

family or duplex Marina-style with integrated garage (1920s-1930s), War and post-war 

period (1940s-1950s); Modern period (1960s-1980s); and Contemporary period (1990s-

2007)24.   

 In some cases, particularly for late Edwardians and Post-Edwardians, it was 

difficult to determine in the field whether the garages were original or added. Additional 

archival research (see Historical Data Sources section below) was necessary in order to 

determine construction dates for garages and to determine emergent design trends 

integrating garages into the original building design. 

 These architectural styles were further grouped into five distinct eras linked to the 

development of the Mission District, transportation shifts, and adoption of automobility.   

                                                 
23 I created four of these architectural periods: Post-Edwardian, War-and- Post War II, Modern, and 
Contemporary. These categories roughly lump several architectural styles together. For example, the 
Edwardian category includes Classical and Colonial Revival styles; however, more importantly, they lump 
eras of construction dates and planning parking policies together.  
24 Most building records pre-1906 (with the exception of Spring Valley Water Company records, which 
indicate not when a building was constructed, but when the water was turned on) were destroyed during the 
1906 earthquake and fire. This heightens the importance of style in identifying building construction dates. 
I assigned construction dates, based on architectural style, to building constructed before 1906.  
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These eras include: 

1. 1870s to 1899: This era consists of the early development of the Mission 

District as a Victorian streetcar suburb. Most residential buildings constructed 

during this time were set-back from the sidewalk from 10-25 feet (deeper on 

north-south streets). These buildings were primarily designed for one to two 

dwelling units.  

2.  1900 to 1913: This era reflects the shift from Victorian to Edwardian building 

styles and toward the end, is concurrent to nascent automobility in San 

Francisco. Most of buildings from this era have no or little set back from the 

sidewalk. Within the study area, garages are not yet added to residential 

buildings and only a few have detached or original, integrated garages. 

 3. 1914 to 1939: This key era marked the widespread adoption of the automobile 

by the middle and working classes. It spans from pre-WWI to pre-WWII. 

During this time garages are added to existing older structures and regularly 

integrated into newer structures.  

4. 1940 to 1955: Most of the Mission District was already built out by 1940. This 

era reflects in-fill and replacement housing, much of it single-family homes 

with garages. Integrated garages in new buildings are still voluntary. 

5. 1956 to 2007: Although the longest time span, this era contains the fewest 

number of buildings. The majority of buildings constructed during this time 

are large apartment complexes and more recent loft developments. These 

buildings reflect a major shift in residential parking policy: starting in 1955, 

the San Francisco Planning Department mandated a minimum of one off-

street parking space per dwelling unit for all new residential construction 

  

 These five eras were used to map building and garage development using ArcGIS. 

See Figures 4.6 - 4.9 for examples of these building eras 
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Figure 4.6 Examples of residential buildings from the 1870 to 1899 era. 

 
 

    
 

Figure 4.7 Examples of residential buildings from the 1900 to 1913 era.  
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Figure 4.8 Examples of residential buildings from the 1914 to 1939 era.   

 
   

   

Figure 4.9  Examples of residential buildings from the 1940 to 1955 era and the 1956 to 2007 era. 
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HISTORICAL DATA SOURCES 

Building Permit Records 

Permits for building alterations were consulted to determine dates of garage 

construction and, when possible, the automobile capacity of individual garages. The 

Department of Building Inspections (DBI) holds microfilm building permit records from 

1906 to 1985. Microfilm records of building plans are from 1923 to 1985. Garage 

building permits granted between 1985 and 2007 were accessed through the DBI’s Parcel 

Information Database. Requests were made for building permits and plans related to 

garages and basements, though due to DBI’s limit of six requests per day I was unable to 

request permits for all buildings. I pulled building permits for all three census block 

groups; however, the middle median household income census block group had the 

highest percentage of requests submitted25. Since the three block groups are 

geographically close and contain similar mixes of residential buildings, I believe trends in 

garage construction can be applied to all three.  

A full thirty percent of the 186 building permits I requested did not have building 

permits for garage additions on record. In some cases, this is due to the original 

integrated design of the building and garage26. In other cases, it is possible that the garage 

was added without a permit, or most likely, the permit was simply lost or misfiled.  

                                                 
25 38 requests were submitted for the lower-income block group, 84 for the middle income block group, 

and 64 requests for the higher income block group. 
26 Through field observations, I was usually able to determine whether the garage was original or an 
addition. I only requested building permit records for buildings with an added or probably added garage.   
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Though incomplete, this research does provide general trends for garage additions and 

costs of such conversions. 

Sanborn Fire Insurance Atlases 

Additional information about garage dates is recorded in the Sanborn Fire 

Insurance Maps. Developed in 1867 to assess fire risk for insurance underwriters, the 

Sanborn atlases provide detailed information on citywide development, including each 

building’s footprint, height, and use (Moudon 1986). The Sanborn Fire Insurance 

Company created base maps for over 22,000 towns in North America; in San Francisco 

the maps span from 1886 to 2007 (Moudon 1986). Due to the 1906 loss of building 

records, the Sanborn maps of San Francisco provide the most detailed record of the 

Mission District’s early neighborhood development. Complete and partial volumes of 

Sanborn maps are scattered in libraries across the country27. I consulted Volume Six of 

Sanborn maps: 1900, 1914, 1918, 1923, 1928, 1950, and 1985.  

The earlier Sanborn maps were particularly useful for this study, as notes 

indicating “auto basements” and “auto sheds” were clearly marked on individual 

properties28. Stables and carriage houses were also indicated on the Sanborn maps, so I 

was able to trace the evolution from detached stable to detached auto shed and the 

occasional transition from detached auto shed to detached dwelling unit. I was also able 

                                                 
27 Sanborn maps are available in original bound volume sets, microfilmed copies, and digital versions 
online. 
28 According to the Sanborn map legend, “A.B.” indicated “Auto Basement” and “A” indicated “Auto 
Shed.”  
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to compare the percentage of auto sheds to auto basements during the early shift to 

automobility29. 

Research using Sanborn maps and building permit requests proved a 

complementary strategy. On occasion, an auto-basement was indicated on a property, that 

didn’t have a building permit and vice-versa. Sanborn maps also provide information on 

street widths, allowing for comparison with streets that had been widened to 

accommodate automobiles. 

Sanborn Map Limitations 

Nonetheless, there were several significant drawbacks to using Sanborn maps for 

garage identification. Primary among them, the Sanborn surveyors at some point stopped 

noting automobile storage, whether detached or attached, original or added. This came as 

quite a surprise, as the original intention of these maps was to note potential fire hazards 

and storage of fuel-laden vehicles inside residential structures is surely a potential hazard.  

I was unable to uncover any discussion of when or why notation of garages ceased. Based 

on review of later Sanborn maps, the practice stopped sometime before the 1950 Sanborn 

revision.  

A second challenge of the maps is their size (22” x 26”), weight, and number of 

volumes per city. Their size is useful for building and neighborhood research as the scale 

is quite large (1”:50’), hence the footprint of each individual building is recorded as well 

                                                 
29 Auto basement was the term used on the Sanborn maps to indicate an integrated ground-level or slightly 
below grade excavated garage. These auto basements included added garages, and garages original to the 
buildings’ design.  
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as notations about number of floors, number of dwelling units, full- or half-basement, 

some building construction types, and building use. Building uses included dwelling, 

store, saloon, stable, shed, and some specific commercial or industrial uses were noted 

such as nursery, auto repair, moving pictures, or wool works. However, a significant 

amount of space is needed to store these maps and many of these volumes have been 

discarded or are accessible only in distant libraries.  Few complete volumes exist in any 

format, particularly for the key decade between 1930 and 1940.  

I also found that not all garages were noted on Sanborn Maps. This inconsistency 

applied occasionally to original, integrated garages as well as detached garages that were 

added later. It appears that added auto basements and garages converted from stables or 

sheds were the most consistently reported garage types on the Sanborn maps. 

Finally, the method employed to revise these maps resulted in, essentially, the 

erasure of previous building uses. Updates were pasted on top of older base maps, 

obscuring previous notations regarding automobile storage; this rendered later maps 

significantly less useful. Also, the profitability of insurance cartography dropped 

significantly by the mid-19th century, shifting the consumers of Sanborn maps from the 

insurance industry to municipal governments (Moudon 1986). Since 1950, the maps were 

produced on a commission basis only, primarily for large cites.  

Census Analysis  

 Three census block groups within the study area were selected for analysis: 208.4, 

228.032, and 229.022. These corresponded respectively to the lowest, middle, and higher 
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median household income block groups, within the study area, recorded in the 2000 

Census30. Demographics such as income, housing tenure, and race were analyzed, as was 

relevant transportation data including vehicle availability and commute mode31. These 

demographics were also compared to the citywide average. The census block group data 

was also compared to the building survey data to show possible correlations between 

income and presence of garages. I utilized 2000 SF3 detailed tables census data 

downloaded from the U.S. Census Factfinder website. 

GIS Analysis  

 Data gathered from the building survey was imported and mapped in ArcGIS. The 

Assesor’s Parcel Number (APN) for each building was linked to the city lots shapefile 

acquired from the City of San Francisco’s publicly available spatial data. In cases where 

multiple buildings were located on a single city lot, new shapefiles were created with new 

parcel numbers in order to accurately reflect the built environment. 

 GIS was also used to calculate the total amount of space devoted to automobility. 

This involved a second field survey of every street and alley within the study area, to 

record the public and private parking lots, parking garages, automobile repair and sales 

places, gas stations, and parking garage facilities. The minimum size requirement to 

                                                 
30 However, for this study I analyzed the second highest census block group for the study area. The highest 
income block group is located in a census tract that contains two block groups of homogenous recently 
constructed public housing. This building type is unrelated to the rest of the survey. The second highest 
income is $5,000 less per household.  
31 It should be noted that census information regarding vehicle ownership measures availability, not 
ownership. Ownership levels are likely even lower, though for the purpose of this and most other planning 
studies, I equate vehicle availability with ownership.  
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qualify as a parking lot was space for three automobiles (not parked in tandem) or five 

automobiles parked in tandem. To calculate the amount of space within the study area 

devoted to automobile space, I created new shapefiles of the study area’s parking lots and 

new streets (within the Bernal Dwellings development), and added these to the street 

spatial area calculations. For the boundary streets – Potrero Avenue, Cesar Chavez, 

Valencia and Twentieth Streets – I used the street centerline when calculating half of the 

street’s area.   Separate shapefiles were then created for parking garages, parking lots, gas 

stations, and automobile sales and repair facilities. Finally, I subtracted the city lots and 

sidewalks from the study area in order to compute the spatial area of street space and 

parking lots.   

 To estimate the space devoted to private residential driveways and garages, I 

based my calculations on the 3,374 lots within the study area and applied results from the 

building survey of three block groups to the entire study area. For a rough estimate of 

space devoted to private garages I used the San Francisco Planning Department minimum 

of 160 sq. feet per garage and a 3:4 ratio of garages to buildings. For a rough calculation 

of  front yard space converted to driveways I applied the 3:4 ratio of garages to pre-1900 

buildings. Such buildings comprise 41% of the existing building stock (within the three 

block groups) and are the most likely to have had a front yard set-back and hence a 

driveway. I estimated an average of 210 sq. feet of front yard removed for a driveway. 
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Photographic Archives 

 Historic photographs provided visual clues to past landscapes, documented the 

appearance of a Victorian landscape of front yards and set-backs, and provided clues as 

to trends in garage additions. Photographs also provided an image of individual buildings 

before the addition of a garage. I consulted two collections of historic photographs: the 

San Francisco Public Library and the California Historical Society. Photographs were 

located through street by street and neighborhood searches. Additional photographs were 

discovered in contemporary books about San Francisco, such as the neighborhood books 

published by Arcadia Publishing. 

Additional Historic Data Sources  

The Real Estate Directory Index (Realdex) for 1987 provided construction dates 

for buildings built between 1904 and 198632.  These dates were checked for consistency 

with recorded building style.  

 I consulted a variety of sources to uncover government and commercial factors in 

the shift to automobile use, including: the Superintendent of Public Streets Report and/or 

the Bureau of Engineering Report in San Francisco Municipal Reports 1908 to 1919; the 

trade journal Architecture and Engineering from 1915 to 1921; the 1915 Transportation 

Ordinances from the San Francisco Board of Supervisors; and reports and surveys 

commissioned by the San Francisco Traffic Survey Committee. Excerpts and impressions 

                                                 
32 The volume I consulted at San Francisco Architectural Heritage included architectural details such as 
building construction date and number of rooms. Current volumes, such as those held by the City 
Assessor’s Office and the Department of Building Inspection, do not.  
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from these reports and articles are included in the Historical Context Section. 

In the following chapter I present detailed results from curb measurements, the 

building survey, GIS analysis, and census and land use analysis. 

 


